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EDITOR’S LETTER
“We invite you on this journey to explore along with us, and take
part in this conversation.”

Humanity has been granted limited natural resources, but our time on
this planet potentially stretches toward infinity. In 1987, the Brundtland
Commission of the United Nations introduced the concept of sustainable
development to “meet the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” Since then the idea
has been adopted globally and has been discussed increasingly in various
social and economic spheres.
Although the concept of sustainability is essential, corporations and
industries often tout it as a façade. ACCESS is determined to dissect the
much-abused idea of sustainability, to study specific sub-themes, and to
better understand its potential.
Specifically, ACCESS will strive to discuss sustainability in the cultural
sphere. Although culture enriches and diversifies our lives, the term is
elusive and broad. Culture gives meaning, value, and excitement, whether
through design, art, music, or people. ACCESS will try to unite culture
and sustainability by introducing sustainable attempts in cultural fields
and pondering the valuable messages created through their synergy.
We invite you to take this journey with us.

Warm Regards,

Melanie Ku
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MELANIE KU
JISUN KIM
JISUN LEE
MINKYU JUNG
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CO - EXISTENCE

Sustainability is a concept that carries present and future
meaning. Beyond the time constraints, coexistence
encompasses us all, and therefore has meaning under time,
space, and mankind.
We cannot give up today for tomorrow, nor can we destroy life
for future generations, nor can we ignore our neighbors for our
own benefits. Coexistence is at the core of sustainability.

- ACCESS -
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b y. M E L A N I E K U

“I wonder whether nature mandates the extremes, or are they a vanity we create
to sustain ourselves?”

At two in the morning I
suddenly crave a slice of pizza.
I know that it is only a phone
call away, but my evening yoga
class flashes in my mind. I agonize between the two extreme
choices.
Our lives seem to be plagued
with extremes, perhaps conflicts between desires for pizza
and desires for a svelte figure,
between good or evil, or between what we think is right
or wrong. Our problem is that
extremes co-exist, leaving us
choices at every corner. Life

would be much easier if we had
only one acceptable choice on
the menu. However, our minds
do not function that way; they
constantly tempt us with other
possibilities, usually something
bad. With our human-founded
rules, we are all deeply aware of
what we should do. Then our
minds play little tricks, triggering a bit of evil temptation.
We are doomed to worry and
regret our decisions, whatever
way we choose.
Maybe these annoying processes are designed to make us
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grow inch by inch, to keep us
living for another day. If our
natures included only evil, the
world would be in total chaos. If the world included only
rules and goodness, it would
be far less interesting. I wonder
whether nature mandates the
extremes, or are they a vanity
we create to sustain ourselves?

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JAEHA LEE
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b y. J I S U N L E E

“Sustainability and coexistence are, in my perspective, interchangeable and interdependent,
sharing a lock-and-key relationship. One is meaningless without the other.”

Although “sustainability”
and “coexistence” are popular
topics, what do they mean?
Are they related? Sustainability
and coexistence are, in my perspective, interchangeable and
interdependent, sharing a lockand-key relationship. One is
meaningless without the other.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JUNG MIN PARK

In a world of opposites,
from eye colors to worldviews,
oppositions and clashes undergird society. Contradictions
actually buttress coexistence
and sustainability: they allow
us to navigate through contradictions and teach us how
to resist falling into extremes.

Thus we maintain a balanced,
sustainable, “middle-ground”
coexistence.
Coexistence is necessary
as varying cultures come
into closer contact through a
“shrinking world,” causing tension between distinct principles and morals. Some may believe that eating pork is wrong;
others may believe bacon
to be the best thing that has
happened to mankind. Some
may believe falling in love and
forming a family is the ultimate
goal in life, while others might
think that they entered the
world alone and will exist in
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kind. Someone is always there
to disagree with any idea. As a
result, the world cannot swing
completely in any direction.
If weight is constantly
added to one side of a scale,
it is eventually doomed to tip
over. With competing weight
on opposing ends of the scale
through coexistence, we acquire balance, leading to sustainability.

AROUND THE CULTURE

b y. J I S U N K I M

“Imagine your money moving around the world to improve the standard of
living for motivated people in need.”

The thought of “coexistence” brings to mind KIVA, a unique, nonprofit organization
that is particularly able to facilitate harmonious coexistence by connecting people to alleviate poverty. The thought of donations suggests simple contributions to poor people.
Although such donations may improve their quality of life, they unfortunately become
dependent on the givers. Instead, KIVA encourages $25 donations to help needy people
who want to start businesses. Rather than collecting donations, KIVA collects loans to
provide seeds, machines, or clean energy.
KIVA’s loan plan brilliantly encourages the poor to undertake entrepreneurship and
then motivates them to pay back the loans when they have achieved a better standard
of living.
During high school, my friends and I raised money to help struggling entrepreneurs
start their own business and enhance their future through KIVA. We initially raised
$194. For 3 years, our loans have grown to $1175 in 45 loans in more than 28 countries.
Loaning money via KIVA is simple:
1)
Go to Kiva.org
2)
Give a loan
3)
Get repaid
4)
Repeat
Imagine your money moving around the world to improve the standard of living
for motivated people in need. I believe KIVA offers the best way to bring harmonious
coexistence and happiness to both lenders and borrowers.
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“Without the ability to share ideas and communicate effectively with others,
individual intelligence becomes meaningless.”

My journey as a debater started badly. My parents forced me to join a debate
club, insisting that the experience would
be beneficial. Being an international student, I disliked using English, my second
language, to develop arguments and persuade audiences. My fears proved reasonable when I burst into tears in my first
round of debating. The stress and tension
constantly stabbed my stomach like a
hundred knives, and I never lost my desire to quit.

Nico, an Argentinean student.

Nevertheless, somehow I was nominated as a member of the Canadian debate
team to participate in the IDEA Youth Forum, an annual international debate competition. Panic engulfed me once again as
I imagined myself bewildered and clueless
among the world’s best student debaters.

Nico and I glanced uncomfortably at
each other, but we could do nothing. I
tried to understand Azeem’s manner by
telling myself that he was likely frustrated
to have such an inexperienced teammate.
My endeavors to compensate for my relative ineptitude by striking up a conversation elicited no response. Apparently unaware of or unconcerned about the hostile
atmosphere he had created, he made no
effort to ease the tension. This awkward silence became habitual and persisted even
when the debate commenced.

As I expected, the participating teams
flaunted their sophisticated debating
skills. Although I did my best to keep up
with my teammates, the Pakistan team
won the first week of competition.
During the second week, students were
grouped with members of different teams
to learn to cooperate and exchange ideas.
Despite my poor performance and lack of
confidence, I looked forward to meeting
my new debate partners. My optimism
faltered a bit, however, when I discovered that Azeem, a Pakistani student who
had been on the previous week’s winning
team, was my group member, along with

Azeem had established a reputation for
excellence during the first week. Although
he intimidated me, I felt privileged to have
the opportunity to work with and learn
from such a talented debater. Thus, when
our team first met, I tried to fully engage
with Nico and Azeem. I was unprepared,
however, for Azeem’s response; he completely ignored my greetings and began
preparing for the debate alone.

Azeem’s unreceptive attitude did not
change during the competition. He argued
his points without consulting Nico or me
beforehand. Naturally, we were confused
and could not extend his arguments. At
one point, Azeem discarded a speech I
had written in an attempt to assist him,
and handed me a piece of paper on which
he had scribbled an illegible paragraph for
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me to read aloud. Although I delivered the
speech to the best of my ability, I faltered
and stuttered under Azeem’s burning
glare. After the unsuccessful debate, he
angrily blamed Nico and me for the loss.
At first I thought I had caused the team’s
lack of unity. When Azeem gave us no
credit for our efforts, however, I began to
suspect that he was the source of the team’s
internal conflict. If he had shared his ideas
or if he had at least informed us of his
plans, we may have been encouraged to
perform better. The fact that Azeem was a
skilled debater remained unchanged, but
he clearly lacked the ability to cooperate.
He seemed to be more interested in gaining the judges’ favor than in strengthening
our teamwork.
Eventually, even the judges and the other debaters sensed Azeem’s intimidating
and antagonistic behavior. The incongrui-

ty that divided our team kept us from advancing further in the tournament.
Before I met Azeem, I thought my ineptitude in the English language would
forever prevent me from becoming a
skilled debater. After I witnessed the fall of
a debater as eloquent as Azeem, however,
I realized that the ability to acknowledge
and respect others has far greater value
than mere academic talent. Without the
ability to share ideas and communicate
effectively with others, individual intelligence becomes meaningless. Azeem reminded me that I still have much knowledge to gain. Nevertheless, the pressure
of becoming an intellectual debater is no
longer daunting, because he showed me
that I possess another essential quality:
the power of empathy.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JAMES PARK
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DONG SUNG
JUNG
“What kind of influence will
this design have?”
In a small cafe located in Hongdae, where visitors can
feel the pulse of free-spirited artists, I met with the designer Dong Sung Jung, well-known for incorporating simplicity while dealing with subjects as powerful
as environmental awareness. His simple yet impactful
designs are representative of a group of young, rising
designers who are creating a new wave on the design
frontier. Sitting at a table and surrounded by the scent
of freshly brewing coffee, I got a chance hear about new
artistic visions from designer Dong Sung himself.
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DONG SUNG JUNG
b y. J I S U N L E E

Could you briefly introduce yourself?
I graduated from Konkuk University
as an industrial designer major. In college, my colleagues and I established
ICONO studio, where I have worked
continuously ever since. I started as a
design director. Now as product designer, I focus on brand consulting
and product exhibition. We deal a lot
with environment-related design in
our work.
Your works are mostly very clean and
simple in their designs. Where do you
usually get inspiration? What important
factors do you consider?
ACCESS 18

I really enjoy talking with those around
me. I think that is where I usually get
most of my inspiration. I always carry
a notepad, so that when I am talking
with interesting people, I can record
comments about them for future reference. I have a very wide interest field,
so I meet people from not only design fields but also fields ranging from
management to soccer. I believe those
experiences build a rich inspirational
source for designs to come. As to the
factors that I consider when designing,
I most often think about how potential products will affect individuals or
communities before I even start developing ideas.
An important yet challenging role of
design is to work in harmony with the
surroundings. What is the hardest part
of making that happen?

My biggest challenge is answering why
a certain design is needed to begin
with. Before I start a design, I ask myself, “What kind of influence will this
design have?” Finding an answer is my
greatest challenge.
What do you do when you face “writer’s
block,” or rather “designer’s block”?
I usually go out to exercise or go to
cafes alone to think. I don’t drink, so
I’m limited in that way for solving my
block. Oh! I also watch the TV program Infinite Challenge! (Laughs) I
find that particular show to be helpful
when I’m stuck on a problem.
“Polly and Buddy” is a toilet paper
roll holder designed to raise awareness
about global warming. What initiative
or purpose did you have in mind when
you started this work?

A lot of my designs start from very
small ideas or challenges that I face
in my everyday life. I have been living alone for 4 years now, and one day
while packing my belongings to move,
I discovered a pile of partly used toilet
paper rolls lying around the house. This
made me recognize how nonchalantly
I had been using them. I asked around
and found out that this was a common
occurrence even among my peers. I
wanted to create a design that would
enlighten others of this mindless waste
of resources. The design illustrates that
the bear is sitting on gradually decreasing glaciers because of global warming,
and the bird sits in the tree from which
our toilet paper is made. To further
spread the idea, I submitted the design
to the Seoul Design Festival. I plan to
work on much more diverse projects in
the near future.
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Jung Dong Sung :
Industrial Designer
2013 Seoul Design
NEXT PAGE

Festival Exhibition
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It looks like you have a particular interest in environmental issues and design.

of items that everyone could use together?

I am interested in environmental design and took classes on the subject
even in college. Although I wouldn’t
limit my works to environmental issues only, I hope that design can be
used to enlighten the larger field of environmentalism. As a designer, I wish
to add my part to environmental preservation by making the subject more
accessible and persuasive.
Are you designing any environmental-awareness products at the moment?

I came up with this idea 4 years ago,
during my college years. The campus
was a bit far away, so I had to take the
village bus there and back. During my
rides, I realized that bus interiors were
horrible. The grandmas that usually
took the buses had a hard time holding
their baggage and small kids couldn’t
quite reach the handles hanging from
the ceilings. It all really started from a
small idea of wanting to make something that would help everyone in a
fun and eye-catching way.

Yes, I’m working on everyday-use designs that could emphasize the issue.

Could we perhaps see this handle on
buses in the near future?

The “Handle BEE” allow people to adjust public transportation handles as
needed. What is your goal for creating
similar works that focus on coexistence

Yes, you might see the idea of the
“Handel BEE,” but not necessarily the
exact design.
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What does “coexistence” mean to you?
I see it as the word “easy,” something
that is easily done and approached.
The same goes for design. I believe
that design should not be complicated;
it should be very simple and easy for
everyone to understand and access. It
might sound a bit cliché, but I think
that is what gives it merit.
Any plans for your future works?

Designer Dong Sung’s take on design,
that it should be simple and easy, is a
strong theme amid young, upcoming
designers. I was particularly impressed
by his idea that design, which coexists
with us through our daily lives, can
be utilized to enhance environmental
awareness. I hope to see more of his
works released soon and to follow the
changes they bring.

I’m actually taking a bit of time off
now, and plan to spend time just
travelling and experiencing new and
different things. I have been working
nonstop for the past 5 years, so I have
been facing what can be considered to
be a writer’s block. I think some time
off would be good. I plan to pick up in
my work again toward the end of the
year with the second edition of “Polly.”
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KIM
TACO
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JONG HWA
KIM
“I have a thing for kebabs
and tacos...”
Designer Jong Hwa, a.k.a. KIMTACO, demonstrates diversity through his creations using a variety of media. I had the opportunity to meet him
in his studio where we sat surrounded by some of
his major works. He opened the conversation by
generously offering me a drink.
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J O N G H WA K I M

b y. J I S U N L E E

Could you please introduce yourself?
I’m Jong Hwa Kim, also known as KIMTACO when I am working as an artist/designer.
I started my career as a fashion design major, and worked in fashion brand marketing
fields for Converse, Ssamzie, and Foundation. Then I took part in starting a company.
Now I’m doing what I love most; I’m working as an artist. I opened my studio about
eight months ago and began working officially as an artist and designer.
The name KIMTACO653: where does it come from and what does it mean?
KIMTACO is a pseudonym that reflects my foreign looks and tastes; I have a thing for
kebabs and tacos (laughs.) It started out as a joke, but I thought it’d actually be fun to
incorporate it into my work as my name. As for the number 653 at the end, it’s the street
number of the very first art school I attended, back in elementary school.
Your work seems to be widely genre-diverse. For example, it includes mixed media, drawing, design, and murals. How did you start working in the art field? Do you favor any
particular artistic genre?
As I mentioned, I majored in fashion design. So now I’m taking classes to deepen my
understanding of art in general. When it comes to genre diversity, I think that’s mostly
because I yearn and hunger for art in general. By working in different genres, I’m also
finding what is ultimately right for me. I think I favor Surrealism, such as Dali, and
Impressionism, like Monet.
Works such as “UFE,” “Both Side,” “Sensation,” “Life,” and “16mm” all incorporate mass
groups of people existing with one another. Do you have any particular reason for illustrating large groups?
The most basic themes underlying my works are “dream” and “imagination.” In addition, I include “relationships” and “life.” When you look at my work, many characters do
not particularly look human. They can all basically be thought of as extraterrestrial life
forms. I have always believed that we cannot be the only life forms in this universe, and
thus I carry an expectation of the unobservable. I show my beliefs by drawing human
beings along with aliens and thus capture the act of dreaming and imagination. I guess
these can represent dissatisfaction with reality and desire for relief from our mundane
lives.
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What does “coexistence” mean to you?

ABOVE

Whale / 2009

I believe we can’t live without it, but it seems to be diminishing as time passes and society develops. We are all coexisting; people constantly live all around us. This concept
is something that always has been, and will continue to be in the future. Thus I believe
“coexistence” to be an act of consideration without distinct costs.
Where do you usually get your inspiration? What factors do you consider when developing
your work?
I mostly get inspiration from the very broad overarching theme of relationships. Relationships come from things that are always around us, but we don’t really realize it. Once
I realize a connection, I tend to get inspired. I usually just go with the train of thought
passing through my mind at the time. Thus, some of the subjects that I illustrate together
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My First Air Max
Music Bar <16mm> wall
paintings
Dream of Refrigerator
Sensation

really have no clear links between them. Like the ripple effect, one thing leads to another, and before I know it, I’m drawing away. In terms of factors I consider important, I
believe “message” is my key factor. I tend to express many messages through my work,
and different people see different messages when they view my art. I find their varying
personal perspectives in viewing the same piece of work to be the most interesting and
crucial element.
You seem to incorporate many mechanical and man-oriented concepts into the series called
IMAGINATION DRAWING. What was your underlying intention? Are the concepts related?
First, those drawings are not related to each other. As I said, individuals take their own
messages from my work. Thus I rarely state any one firm idea to represent the IMAGINATION DRAWING series. Like the title says, the drawings come simply from my
imagination and have no single concrete concept. The works were produced over a long
period, mostly in black and white. I am currently trying to break through to use more
color.
What are your future plans in terms of your work?
I’m currently planning to start working on a new piece in September. I mostly work in
black and white but I’m trying to develop works that integrate a bit more color diversity.
I am also looking to engage in exhibitions and contests next year.

It was delightful to talk with artist/designer Jong Hwa Kim and to gain insight into his
work and beliefs. His ideas on relationships and coexistence were eye-opening. The idea
that our coexistence stretches beyond person-to-person or neighbor-to-neighbor was
intriguing. In an age in which social media is so pervasive that no one ever seems to
be alone, the concept of relationship appears to be most dominant. However, as artist/
designer Jong Hwa hinted, perhaps we are gradually withdrawing from coexistence by
neglecting those around us.
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MURAEDONG
BUKCHON MUSIC FESTIVAL
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Munrae
dong
“Culture Unseen”
b y. M I N K Y U J U N G

Although we had heard about Munraedong, we knew little of what to expect as we entered the narrow streets of
the industrial area. It was Saturday, so
most of the iron factories were closed
although a few emitted noises and the
scent of fresh iron. Like a fantastic turn
in a novel, we spotted colorful wall
paintings amidst the grey, rusty buildings. We turned into a narrow alley
and stopped at the door of an old, rundown building. Posted on the door was
an exhibition advertisement for “An
Essay of the Great Wall of China.”
Only one person sat at the desk in
the relatively empty gallery space at the
ACCESS 30

top of the stairs. He introduced himself
as Kim Jaeminee, an artist involved in
the exhibition. He nonchalantly told us
that this area of Munraedong is little
known, so they receive only ten or so
visitors per day. This was the first time
he had been involved in the project, he
said, but its unique and free charm fascinated him.
In the 1970s, Munraedong was
the heart of Korea’s iron business, but
it lost its pulse long ago. A few years
back, a group of about 10 artists looking for a cheap place to rent found the
deserted area. With time, the number
of artists living there increased to 130,

and 50 art workrooms were established, creating an “artist town.”
The gallery space is called ‘Daean-Gonggan’ which means “alternative
space.” It is currently run by a sculptor
named So-Young Hyun, but Mr. Kim
explained that the ultimate goal is to
make the space self-sustaining so it can
run without any one in charge. When
one exhibition concludes, the group of
artists planning the next project will
take over. “We are fighting authority.
Owners with space to host exhibitions
naturally can exert power over artists.
We hope that Munraedong artists will
be free from authority and free to do

what they want. That’s why most of the
artistic spaces in this area are nonprofit.”

“Munraedong merges the distinct
character of an industrial center with
an artistic spirit.”

and during the evening and weekends
the art spaces emerge. Semi-permanent art fixtures are painted on the
stairs and walls throughout the town,
but to experience it completely, it is
best to visit after 6 P.M. when the evening is hushed.
LEFT TO RIGHT

Photo Studio Art poster
Munraedong Street View
Munraedong merges the distinct
character of an industrial center with
an artistic spirit. Factories and art
spaces have found a way to co-exist
peacefully: by day, the factories run
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Bukchon
Festival
“Coexistence of space
and music”
b y. M E L A N I E K U
In keeping with the ACCESS focus,
I searched for a cultural event that emphasizes coexistence. Bukchon Music
Festival, held in a traditional Korean
village, harmonizes with tradition and
all music genres to create an energetic
festival that showcases our culture.
Bukchon Music Festival, hosted by
Soorim Cultural Foundation, is relatively new, having started in 2012. Although the event lacks a long history,
it has drawn an impressive number of
attendees and artists.
Korean music festivals are growing increasingly popular as a venue
for people to gather, enjoy music, and
escape momentarily the constraints of
everyday life. Since September 2012,
the Soorim Cultural Foundation has
hosted the Bukchon Music Festival
to expand musical arts and support
young artists from different genres.
This year the festival lasted two days,
September 13th and 14th. The Bukchon Music Festival is unique in that
it arranges events in villages, Hanoks
(traditional Korean houses), galleries,
and coffee shops. This new type of music festival hopes to unite music and
space by allowing attendees to gather
in familiar areas. An additional ben-

efit of holding festivals in pre-existing
spaces is that fans, vendors, and artists
create less litter for a more eco-friendly
environment.
The beautiful atmosphere of the
Bukchon Hanok Village blends harmoniously with the melodious sounds
and impressive attractions that include
exhibitions and Korean traditional houses. This festival provides rare
opportunity to enjoy the sounds of
Korean traditional music. All performances are free and require no tickets
or pre-arrangements. People are free
to drop by after a lovely walk around
SamCheon Dong and GyeongBok Palace.
By the time I got there, the SamCheong Dong streets were crowded
with friends, lovers, and families. Their
smiling faces showed how much they
were enjoying their time together.
With a camera flung on one shoulder, I walked toward the distant light
and sweet sounds of a ukulele coming
from the lawn in front of the Jungdok
Library. Three musicians in Hawaiian
shirts made up the Korean Hula-Mele
music band, Mapukiki. I sat among the
crowd. The sun was setting as sweet
music and laughter floated lightly on
the autumn breeze.
On impulse, after the concert, I approached the band and asked for an
interview, fearing that they would be
offended or would find my request
laughable, but they handed me a cool
drink and said, “Why not?” They explained:

“We all used to lead different lives. The
only common factor was that we like
Hawaii; in fact, that’s where we met
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each other. This is how we started our
band, Mapukiki. While hula music is
an unfamiliar genre in Korean society,
once the audience hears its fun and
relaxing melody and dance, they go
from curiosity to appreciation.
As a musician, coming to Bukchon for
a concert is always a pleasing experience; the traditional buildings, spirit,
and surroundings that allow people to
easily come together despite their age,
status, or nationality. I saw an elderly
gentleman singing along with our song
just then. I think that is the true charm
of this place.”

After the sun set, I headed home,
but the festival still lighted the streets
of Bukchon.

TOP TO BOTTOM

Bukchon Street View
Bukchon Streets
Mapukiki Performance
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STORY
UCCHIN CHANG
JOO EUN SUNG
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STORY

UCCHIN CHANG

“I am simple” - .08.20.2014.

Ucchin Chang is a renowned artist in Korea. His artistic career started from 1940s
until his death in 1990. His style is kept relatively constant throughout his career
and the theme of his pieces were usually his memory of the hometown, nature and
his family.
His style and themes in his art reveal that he valued co-existence and balance of
these aspects of life, which he strived towards even during the most troubled times
of Japanese Colonial Era and Korean War. We believe such value in life and the
faithful expression of his belief is what makes his pieces unique and remarkable.

b y. M E L A N I E K U

NEXT PAGE

Wife of Ucchin Chang

“I am simple” said Ucchin Chang
in describing himself and his artistic
universe. Simplicity may best describe
his art, but simplicity does not mean
inane. The power of his work lies in its
ability to make us reflect on the precious moments and people in our lives
and on our harmony with nature. I had
the privilege of learning about the artist in the place that surely was the repository of his most precious moments
and the place where he created his last
works: his home.
It was a breezy late summer day
when we visited the artist’s old home
in the suburban area of Singal. The
lovely hanok was hidden amid modern apartments, where you would not
expect to find the traditional flavor.
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Yujin Chang, the director of the Ucchin Chang Foundation and the artist’s granddaughter recalled: “This area
used to be a Shangri-La. There were
no other buildings but a few small
traditional houses. A river used to
flow through it, and one could clearly
see the blue mountains.” She kindly
gave us a tour of the House of Ucchin
Chang, which Korea designated as a
significant cultural property in 2008.
Ucchin Chang eschewed busy cities and preferred quietness and nature.
Because he had asthma and his wife
had arthritis, they eventually moved to
a small western style house in the back
hill, but they began their life in the
small hanok house that Ucchin Chang
designed, inspired by American

cottage houses. It resembles the house
in the painting “A View with A Car.”
The house is well-kept. Some rooms
remain as they were; others have been
renovated into galleries. Behind the
house is a small gazebo and the tall
persimmon tree that often appears in
his paintings.
When we returned to the small
café on the property, a surprise guest
awaited us. She was slender as a leaf
but determined and poised as a pine
tree. Her hair had turned silver, but her
eyes still sparkled with excitement. She
was Yujin Chang, Ucchin Chang’s wife,
his trusting and caring assistant. She
drank from a cup of Omija tea that she
made herself and spoke softly about
her husband.

She explained that Ucchin Chang
believed that art should be simple, unworldly, and innocent as nature. That is
why he followed no specific trends or
genres. He rarely named his paintings.
Even if he titled a painting, he chose a
simple and straightforward name such
as “a tree” or “a girl.” In his art world,
hardship and suffering are no more.
He represents only the essence of life:
peaceful harmony of nature and family. When we asked Yujin Change about
her favorite piece, without hesitation
she opened the work book and shared
a simple painting of the couple and
their youngest daughter. She said, “I
only wish I had understood him better.
It might have been hard for him to live
with a woman like me, a woman who
hustled around to make a living.”
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Her favorite piece, however, is Ucchin Chang’s self-portrait painted in
1950, amidst the chaos of the Korean
War. When planes bombed the city,
Ucchin Chang fled with his family.
The artist depicts himself as wearing
a tailed coat and standing in the middle of a red barley field. The painting
indicates his character, his natural wit,
humor, and composure. Although he
experienced Korea’s hardships through
the colonial era and the Korean War,
his artwork remained peaceful and
pure. Yujin Chang described Ucchin
Chang’s artistic approach as “using the
language of the universe.”

*Special thanks to the Chang Ucchin Foundaion for allowing ACCESS to use Ucchin Chang’s artwork for the front
cover.
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Self-portrait /1951
oil on paper/14.8x10.8cm
A family/1978
oil on canvas/17.5x14cm
Gwanodang Plaque

ABOVE
LEFT TO RIGHT

A scene with a car/1953
oil on canvas/40x30cm
Ucchin Chang’s
western style house
ON THE RIGHT

Ucchin Chang’s
traditional style house

The plaque in front of the Gwanodang had been moved there
from its original location at the Myungryundong pavilion. Ucchin
Chang had loved his pavilion in Myungryundong and so he built
one in Singal atelier as well.

Chang Ucchin Foundation
www.ucchinchang.org
Chang Ucchin Museum of Art Yangju City
www.changucchin.yangju.go.kr
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JOOEUN SUNG

“Madang Project : the Tank” - .09.11.2014.
b y. M E L A N I E K U
NEXT PAGE
TOP TO BOTTOM

Mapo Art Tank
Service Ring

In 2005, the Sky Park project in
Sangnam garnered significant attention when participants buried a mountain of garbage and turned the area into
a park. The Madang Project of 2013 is
similar in that it is an effort to revive an
area laid to waste, but through a more
innovative and neighbor-friendly approach.
The Mapo Oil Base consists of five
massive oil tanks established in the
area of Sungsan-dong in the 1970s.
After the tanks were abandoned, the
hulking structures remained. To confront the problem, Mapo city hosted a
contest for innovators to present ideas
for reviving the area. Professor JooEun Sung and three of her students
from the OpenPlus Architectural Design Lab—Kibum Park, Sungwoo Na,
and Hyungji Choi—won the contest.
Professor Sung, director of the
Madang Project and Professor of Architectural Design at Yonsei University,
defines sustainability as a long-lasting,
environmentally friendly situation.
Her definition aligns with the purpose of the Madang Project: to change
the Mapo Oil Base to reflect the city’s
memory and history. Professor Sung
says that her mission as an architect is
to respect the current local context :
“My interest has always been in social
sustainability. Rather than just dealing
with the physical aspect of the project,
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we wanted to incorporate the people.
Sustainability in architecture does not
end in using environmentally friendly
materials. Sustainability is achieved by
linking the space to its people.”
She also presented the project at
the Artist Talk of the Global Marketing Conference 2014. Panelists asked
why she didn’t simply try to remove
the useless tanks and bury the ugly
site to build something entirely new.
She explained that the tanks have historical value, beyond aesthetics, and
that it would be wrong to ignore, destroy, or totally reinterpret them. The
tanks once served a vital purpose, and
now their bulky physicality created a
unique atmosphere. Instead, her team
would provide a socially sustainable
environment so that citizens and artists would gradually move there.
“Madang” in Korean means an empty space, usually in front of a house,
where families and neighbors gather to
share joy in events such as birthdays,
weddings, and Thanksgiving. The team
envisioned a park, theater, and lake
surrounding the tanks to provide such
a gathering space.
Although the Madang Project is an
architectural venture, it encompasses
artistic and social goals. The project
was developed based on an understanding of the area’s historical background. Professor Sung explained:
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“We tried to minimize our roles as
architects. This was our biggest challenge. We wanted to design spaces,
not structures. The tanks we left alone,
so that the artists could fill them with
their works, and our “Service Poll” installation works likewise. It’s a grid for
artists, so they can know the exact geographical layout of the site. This way
it’ll be easier for them to create their
work, whether it be a few days or a few
months. We’ve just laid out the basic
infrastructure, because we wanted to
reserve a level of flexibility. It might
take a while for the place to find context, develop its own concept and identity. But I think that process is really
the important part, the part when the
people who actually live around the
area can be a part of the creative process. They can come together and paint
their visions on the relatively empty

and free canvas.”
We can hope that history, culture,
and people will come together in joyous harmony through the Madang
Project.

This project won the idea contest,
and was actualized by seoul city. The
winning project will change the area
from an oil reservation site to a cultural
reservation site.
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Understanding Photography
b y. HYE J I C H O I

Jisun Kim (Class of 2013, Yonsei
University UIC, TechnoArt division,
IID major)

Jisun Kim is interested in interactive
media art, and pursues photography as
a hobby. She hopes to become a creative director.
Her favorite project brought pleasure to her family. She chose to capture meaningful images of them that
reflected her reverence for the inner
child. She says that often people think
that growing older means snuffing out
the inner fairy-dust, but she believes
maturity is really about retaining the
dreamscape while functioning as an
adult. She asks why we cannot free
ourselves from worries to reconnect
with the joyful young ego.
She has been interested in photography from a young age. A year ago her
parents gave her a professional DSLR.
Since then she has been photographing
street fashion and everyday life.
In the first semester of her sophomore year, she took a photography
class. Her final project called for her
to take pictures along any theme she
wanted. She likes to observe people, to
discern the “younger ego” living inside
adults. She says,
“We think of adults as independent,
responsible people right? We place a
burden on them and make them suppress or forget their inner child. I have

days when I feel like I am still that inner child, and only my body has been
growing. That’s why I wanted to express the inner child in adults, with a
bit of a fantasy element.”
She chose to photograph her family
because she has lived with her grandparents since she was a child. She says
her grandfather is very solemn and serious:
“Some would even say he’s strict. But
then he also jokes and laughs with us.
In those moments I feel like I glimpse
his innocent and carefree “younger
ego.” Even a man that stoic has an inner
child. That’s what I wanted to capture. I
asked him what he wanted to be when
he was young, and he said he wanted to
be the village prince. So in my picture,
I made that come true for him.
Since my grandfather dreamed of
being the village prince, I asked him
to wear a cape and crown. Then he
climbed on top of the horse statue in
front of our house. It took us ten minutes to make him a regal prince. He
was such a joy to work with, saying
that he really felt like a prince. I’ll never
forget the joy on his face.
It was almost thirty degrees on the
day of the shoot. It must have been extra hard on him to be wearing a longsleeved shirt and a cape. He was sweating the whole time we were shooting,
and by the end his shirt was drenched.
I felt really bad, but he laughed it off
and thanked me for taking such lovely
pictures of him.”
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The King / 2014
Now and Then / 2014
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Korean Culture & Aesthetics
b y. M I N K Y U J U N G
This course is an overview of Korean culture and aesthetics from the perspectives of
cultural creators. Students learn about Korean history through various aspects of Korean traditions such as clothing, handcrafts, cuisine, painting, and literatures. They complete projects that seek ways to globalize Korean cultural products while considering
different marketing strategies.
Culture is crucial to the core foundation of any country. For a country to flourish
as an international power, it must value the coexistence of its cultural heritage and the
general public. However, first-world countries are increasingly straying from attention
to cultural coexistence.
For example, in just over fifty years, Korea has become an international power both
politically and economically, but it is poorly connected with its cultural heritage. Korean companies such as Samsung and LG are worldwide economic powerhouses within
the tablet, mobile, and home electronic industry. Although that huge accomplishment
evokes Korean pride, many Koreans forget that consumers do not necessarily connect
the quality and economic pricing to Korea. With time, anyone can match quality and
pricing. No one can copy culture.
Emanuel Pastreich, a professor at Kyunhee University and author of A Different
Republic of Korea—About which only Koreans are Ignorant, discusses Korea’s cultural
detachment and the lack of government initiatives and public interest to promote Korean culture within Korea and around the world.
German car manufacturers have a well-known and honorable tradition of German
engineering of luxurious automobiles that operate with unique consistency. Everyone
knows about Germany’s long tradition of science and engineering going back to Albert
Einstein, Konrad Zuse, and Max Planck. Pastreich concludes that German culture has
successfully coexisted within the German people to create a beneficial international image.
We interviewed two graduates of the Yonsei Underwood TechnoArt division, class
of 2012: Soo Yon Ryu and Jung Huh. They undertook the projects described here with
the desire to help Koreans rediscover and recognize the importance of their cultural
heritage. The authors expressed hope that cultural coexistence will further lead Korea to
unprecedented development and growth.
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Korean Traditional
Embroidery / 2013
Soo Yon Ryu

Soo Yon Ryu (Class of 2012, Yonsei
Underwood TechnoArt Division,
CDM major)

Soo Yon Ryu, is an aspiring entrepreneur and artist who studies performance arts, writing, and photography
in the hope of someday helping to
change the world. Her project is to
reproduce jumoni, traditional Korean
pocket-pouch bags that are philosophically significant as an expression of
personal values and lifestyles, while
having the functional purpose of carrying money, which is important in
any culture and era. She feels that the
bags are a perfect balance between expression and functionality.

days, whether the first or the sixtieth.
From the variety of jumoni designs,
she chose the gui-jumoni designs most
often used by the elite of 20th century
Chosun.

She was inspired by their beauty,
practical function, and the symbolic meaning of carrying good wishes.
The bags traditionally served as gifts
for cherished people such as relatives
in precious moments, such as birth-

The back is white, symbolizing fall,
and therefore the future or maturity. Of
the ten symbols of longevity, she uses
the cloud and the sun. Shape-shifting
clouds symbolize whimsicality and joy.
The shining sun symbolizes wisdom,

She explains that the bags are green in
front to symbolize the spring of youth.
The plum flowers similarly symbolize
spring, revitalization, purity, and fidelity. Of the ten symbols of longevity she
uses the crane to symbolize a high state
of mind and an evergreen to symbolize
fidelity and integrity.
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knowledge, and understanding. The
tree peony symbolizes prosperity, riches, and happiness.
Soo Yon Ryu values these Korean
traditional symbols and believes that
each person is a sort of mini-cosmos,
or a representation of the country. She
creates the bags to show a desire to
reflect on life and future plans according to the wisdom and aesthetics of
traditional Korean symbols and color
schemes.
She sees sustainability as being beyond a superficial facade of harmony,
and feels that sustainability can be
reached through true understanding
and compassion.

STUDIO
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Painting on Traditional
Korean Fan / 2013
Jung Huh

Jung Huh (Class of 2012, Yonsei
University UIC, TechnoArt Division,
CDM & IID double major)

Jung Huh, CDM & IID double major, feels drawn to a life without greed,
a life of uncluttered freedom that allows time to think. She aspires to give
hope and help to everyone, rather than
a privileged few, through designs that
express her passion for environmental
issues, culture, and design.

uncluttered white expanse. Hongdo
Kim’s painting Seonsang Gwanmaedo
reflects those values, so Jung Huh used
it as a part of her design. She incorporated Satgat Kim’s poem, “A Bowl of
Soup,” to show that the world of the
mind and the depth of thought processes are more important than social
rankings.
To Jung Huh, coexistance means “to
comfort and to empathize with one another, without false expectations.”

She was inspired to design a fan that
would reflect her values. Because fans
are used in summer, she designed her
fan to look fresh and cool through an
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D I D YO U E N J OY T H I S
ISSUE OF ACCESS?
If so, you can follow us on facebook! We’ll post about important
notices, like what the next issue is about, when it’ll be
published, and where you might be able to pick up a copy.
It’s also a forum for you to interact with us - we’d love to know if
you have any opinions about our pieces or ideas about what we
should cover next.

facebook.com/accesscs2
accesscs2.org
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